
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE PROGRAM AND THIS DOCUMENT ARE NOT AFFILIATED WITH ‘ONCOURSE-SOFTWARE’ OR 
‘PF3’, IT IS A FREE PERSONAL PROJECT. ‘ONCOURSE SOFTWARE’ DO NOT OFFER TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR THIS 
PRODUCT. INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS SUBJECTIVE AND INTENDED ONLY FOR FLIGHT SIMULATION USE. 

1. Initial Information 

Which PF3 options does Randomizer set? 

Randomizer sets four standard PF3 options from SIDs/STARs page:


1. SIDs (DPs) Active - can be set ON (ATC will clear you for a SID) or OFF (you will be vectored)

2. SID (DP) name - alpha-numeric characters which ATC will read out

3. STARs Active - can be set ON (ATC will clear you for a STAR) or OFF (you will be vectored)

4. STAR name - alpha numeric characters which ATC will read out.
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Why to set these options through Randomizer and not directly in PF3? 

The first reason is some (controlled) degree of uncertainty and variability. With Randomizer, you will not always 
know in advance what kind of departure/arrival is waiting for you. Will you be vectored or given a standard 
procedure? And in the latter case, if you decided to have more alternatives, what procedure will it be?


The second reason is the opportunity to use SIDs/STARs names for creating variable ‘naming systems’. These can 
include not only the names of procedures, but also additional instructions, for example waypoints, distances, 
headings, altitudes, or holds. One such naming system is included as a default, but the real fun is to create you own 
systems for specific airports, aircrafts, flight plans, training needs, or whatever else. These can be saved as Presets 
and shared.


Will it make my simulated flights more realistic? 

It depends on your wishes, your knowledge and on what you believe is realistic. 


Randomisation does not mean chaos! Actually, what Randomizer does is PSEUDOrandomisation. All the 
possibilities are selected from the pool of data that you set, according your preferences, your expertise and your 
needs. You set what will be randomised and how. Yes, you have control. 

How does it work technically? Is it safe? 

PF3 Randomizer is programmed in Autoit - a freeware scripting language. When ran, it modifies four standard keys in 
PF3.ini – SID, STAR, SIDName, STARName. Technically, it is done exactly the same way and has exactly the 
same effect as if you will set these settings yourself in PF3 through SIDs/STARs options. Randomizer does 
NOT interfere with PF3 in any way, nor does it influence its functionality. And, for maximum safety, it never 
makes any change to PF3.ini file when PF3 is running. 


Who makes Randomizer? 

Randomizer is not affiliated with Oncourse-Software or PF3, it is a personal project. I originally made it for 
myself and decided to share its enhanced version to support THE best ATC program for flight simmers. Randomizer 
is and will stay FREE. I communicate it with the author of PF3, Dave March, who kindly allowed me to publish this 
utility for PF3 users. Thank you, Dave, for your brilliant support and enthusiasm that everybody can see on PF3 
forums!


2. Quick start 

First steps 

1. Put PF3randomizer.exe and PF3randomizer.ini files to the main PF3 folder, the same folder where PF3.ini file 
is located. No install is required.


2. Check and set the options in PF3randomizer.ini. All options are described in this Manual.
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3. Run PF3randomizer.exe before you run PF3. The program does not do anything when PF3 is running, in this 
case it displays an error message and closes.


4. Run PF3 and use it as always, but do not check SIDs/STARSs options if you wish to remain surprised :-)


Basic (simple and generic) usage   You can skip this if you only want to use a customised setup 

I presume that the majority of users will prefer to customise the probabilities and names/instructions or create their 
own Presets. I will introduce the generic internal defaults first and later I will explain how to adjust everything. 
Internal defaults are only used when PF3Randomizer.ini file is NOT found. 

Randomisation of Vectoring vs. SIDs/STARs 

When you run Randomizer without PF3Randomizer.ini, you will get 25% chance of being vectored and 75% chance 
of being cleared for a standard procedure (SID or STAR). 


Generic random SID names 

SID names that will be read out by ATC, with the probability of assignment and a description: 


SP (50% probability of assignment) — full Standard Procedure with altitude restrictions.

SP0A (10%) –— Standard Procedure without Altitude restrictions.

DIR (30%) — cleared for Direct to the end of SID.

DIR2Wn (10%) — cleared for Direct To the Waypoint of SID number n. “Two” is used instead of “To”, as it sounds 
alike :-)


Generic random STAR names 

SP (50%) — Standard Procedure (full with altitude restrictions).

SPx2y (10%) — Standard Procedure with speed of x KTS till y NM from runway. E.g. Sierra Papa One Seven Zero 
Two (To) Six – cleared for STAR, maintain speed 170 knots until 6 nm from runway (a high speed approach). 

SPWSD (10%) — Standard Procedure With Shorter Distance. Sometimes ATC gives you a “shortcut” during a STAR. 
This generic instruction gives you a possibility to adjust your flight plan when/how it is save and reasonable to save 
some distance. A good example is a long transition (e.g. in LOWW or OMDB) where it is great to hear this instruction, 
clear some waypoints and land 10 minutes earlier…

DIR (20%) — cleared for Direct approach (to IF/IAF or another point as appropriate according charts/situation). 

DIRn (10%) — the same as above, maintain speed n knots.


TIP: Switching between random names and default  'Delta Papa', 'Sierra Tango’ (valid also for a customised 
setup) 

Whether the names set by Randomizer are used or not depends on your settings of SIDs/STARs options 
inside PF3. Random names for SIDs are only used when you have selected the option ‘If no SID (DP) name entered 
use ….' Likewise, random names for STARs are only used when you have selected the option ‘If no STAR name 
entered use ….' Unchecking these options in PF3 makes it to read out default 'Delta Papa', 'Sierra Tango’ 
names. 
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3. Customisation 

To enjoy all the benefits of Randomizer, you need to learn how to customise it.


PF3randomizer.ini 

You can customise Randomizer through settings in PF3randomizer.ini file (included in the download). The 
program checks for the presence of this file and automatically use it if found and not corrupted.


General options 

Section [Config] in PF3randomizer.ini includes the following three useful options. 


INFORMATION MESSAGES 
They tell you what will be changed and which Presets are used. Enabled by default.


RUNNING PF3 
You can run PF3 automatically after Randomizer does its job. This option is not active by default.


ASKING FOR PRESETS 
An easy method of selecting the Presets that Randomizer will use. Not active by default since I didn't want to scare 
users who don’t read manuals :-) In a future version, I plan to add a more advanced UI with drop-boxes.
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Presets – Naming Systems for SIDs and STARs 

HOW DOES IT WORK 

1. You store your names and probabilities in Presets. Each Preset is named [whatever SID] or [whatever STAR].  
 
You can see a preset titled [YSSY SID] on the screenshot below. Actually, the name of Preset is ‘YSSY’ and ‘SID’ 
only tells Randomizer that this Preset is suitable for SIDs. Every Preset title MUST end with ‘SID’ or ‘STAR’. If not, 
it will be ignored. Preset titles can include additional information, e.g. [YSSY34 STAR],  [LSZH night SID] or 
[LOWW 16 BALAD SID].


2. Presets can be stored in the PF3randomizer.ini file or in separate INI file(s).  
NOTE: While PF3randomizer.ini must always stay in the main PF3 directory, INI files with Presets can be stored 
anywhere. In that case you have to provide the path in INIpreset key, e.g. Presets\Presets A320 or C:\Users
\Roman\Documents\Randomizer Presets\Presets A320.


3. You select the Presets that Randomizer uses in the [Presets] section of PF3randomizer.ini. If INIpreset key is 
empty, Randomizer searches for presets in PF3randomizer.ini itself. If SIDpreset and STARpreset keys are empty, 
Randomizer will use generic presets [SID] and [STAR]. If the Presets are not found, names ‘SP’ are used. 
 
TIP: If you don't want to edit INI files before each flight, set Randomizer to ask for Presets (as described 
on previous page). 


4. You set the probability of a standard procedure (vs. vectoring) in the key Probability.


5. Each preset contains one default name (key DefaultName) and a maximum of 10 optional names (keys Name1 
- Name10).


6. Each optional name has a probability of 10%. It means there is a 10% chance that Randomizer will select this 
name and set it in PF3.


7. Each empty name is substituted with the default name. Thus, empty keys (i.e. Name6 – Name10 on the 
screenshot) can be eventually deleted from the Preset.
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LET'S NOW 'DECODE' THE SETTINGS SHOWN ON THE SCREENSHOT: 

A. Your presets are loaded from Presets A320.ini.


B. You use the preset YSSY for SID and the preset YBCS for STAR.


C. The probability of vectoring out of YSSY will be 3%.


D. You will have a 50% chance of getting SID RIC3, 30% chance of SYDNEY6 and 20% chance of a direct routing.


E. In the case of SYDNEY6, you will get a vector between 275 and 330 with a higher chance of something in the 
middle of this range, e.g. 'SYDNEY6V300' (this SID contains a vector segment and the values come from my 
observation of Flightradar24). The usage of variables will be explained later.


F. In the case of DIR, you will be cleared to the first waypoint of your flight plan (i.e. RIC) after reaching the altitude 
(‘AA’ is used with meaning ‘After Altitude’) of 1500 or 2000 ft.


You can see that with a relatively simple setup we get large variability. 


NOTE 
The primary purpose of all examples in this Manual is to demonstrate and explain ideas, not to exactly 
simulate the real-world procedures! 

RULES AND TIPS FOR NAMES 

A name can consist of any alpha-numeric characters (only letters and numbers are accepted). 


The maximum length of a name is 25 characters. Yes, PF3 will read out names longer than 7 characters 
(approved by Dave March, the author of PF3). This can be very useful e.g. for adding additional waypoints or 
instructions.


Decide what is more important for you — the name itself (what PF3 will read out = form) or meaning of the name 
(what PF3 will instruct you to do = content) and set your names accordingly. I often prefer the second alternative. 
For example, simple ‘SP3’ could be better than more exact ‘BALAD5LW680W678W670’ if you understand ‘SP3’ 
as an instruction to make two specific shortcuts when flying BALAD5L Transition to Vienna (discussed in more 
detail in the Example at the end of this Manual).


You can use specific characters (or their combination) as phonetic codes for instructions, for example ‘Delta’ for 
Distance, ‘Victor’ for Heading, ‘Two’ for To, ‘Hotel’ for Hold, etc. Examples: ‘DIR2W3’ = Direct To Waypoint 3, 
‘V070AA4500’ = fly heading (Vector) 070 After (reaching) Altitude 4500 ft.
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Variables 

You can make names even more flexible using variables. Current version of Randomizer recognises the following 
variables:


IMPORTANT NOTES 

Don't forget the dollar symbol $ as it tells Randomizer that a variable follows. 


Each variable is calculated only once for a name. It means that you should use the same variable in each name 
only once.


You can combine different variables in one name, for example SIDA$d(15,45)00V$h(275,330) – fly SID, after 
reaching randomaltitude fly heading randomheading, e.g. ‘SIDA2500V300’.


 

Variable Description

$d(x,y)
Returns a random integer number between x and y (inclusive). Useful not only for the 
randomisation of distances.  
Example of usage: DIR2W$d(2,4) – Direct To Waypoint randomnumber, e.g. ‘DIR2W3’

$h(x,y)
Returns a random heading between x and y (inclusive), rounded to nearest multiple of 5. 
Example of usage: CAIRNS2V$h(280,020) – gives a random vector between 280° – 020° that is a 
part of SID CAIRNS2, e.g. ‘CAIRNS2V005’

$s(x,y)
Returns a random integer between x and y (inclusive) rounded to nearest multiple of 10. 
Example of usage: DIRW680S$s(170,210) – Direct to Waypoint 680, maintain speed 
randomspeed, e.g. ‘DIRW680S200’
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4. Example - Shortcuts to Vienna 
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Sources of information: 
Charts for LOWW from AIP Austria

Information provided by VACC Austria — http://wiki.vacc-austria.org/index.php?title=Vienna#Arrival 

Information provided by IVAO Austria — https://at.ivao.aero/fir/loww-proc.php (‘Anflug- / Abflug - Prozeduren’).

Flightradar24 — live flight tracker that shows air traffic in real time


Let’s say we fly to Vienna from Barcelona and our flight plan is AGENA UM985 LUMAS UM985 ABN UZ388 CHI 
UM859 BARPI DCT LAPNA UL859 GBG. From Gleichenberg we proceed with the STAR GBG 5W to BALAD that 
also serves as a standard holding point.


According the available sources, there are two basic possibilities for routing after reaching Initial Approach 
Fix (in our case BALAD): 
1. Vectoring

2. Flying a published Transition (in our case BALAD 5L)


As stated on ‘LOWW - Procedures’ page of IVAO Austria, this decision is influenced by the following factors:  
a) Ability of the pilot / ATC 

b) Traffic conditions 

c) Weather 

d) Runways configuration


PF3 can deal with all of these possibilities. Randomizer helps to simulate the ‘vectoring vs. Transition’ uncertainty, the 
eventual variability of Transition routing (i.e. shortcuts) and also eventual Hold at BALAD.


TIP: For a combination of STAR and Transition, you may consider to set GBG as ‘Start of STAR’ in PF3 (on the ‘Adjust ... 
Flight Plan’ page) and have BALAD as the last waypoint of the flight plan. This way, when you reach GBG, ATC will clear you 
to continue via STAR and give you the name of Transition set by Randomizer (and, eventually, further instructions – we will 
discuss this later). When you reach BALAD, ATC will take over again and clear you to continue through Transition OR vector 
you to FAF, depending on what Randomizer set for you (in accordance with the probability that you gave to vectoring). 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Excerpt from VACC Austria’s LOWW Arrival Information (from the webpage listed above)

STAR's
In the case of Vienna, STARs are unique: From each entry point, there is only one STAR to take. As a pilot, you could as well key in 
the STAR into your FMC straight away. At the end of each STAR is a holding which you might be ordered to enter.

Transitions
Transitions are runway-specific — you know your transition once you know the runway, and you know the runway once you listened 
to ATIS. Therefore, you can key in your STAR while on cruise, and your transition while approaching or flying the STAR. 
Don't forget: ATC will clear you the transition or vector you. It is vital that you have your transition on FMC, as ATC might order you 
to cut corners and then continue to fly the transition.

How to handle directions on approach
• Usually, you are cleared a STAR and transition - As soon as you know ATIS, you are able to key in the transition into your FMC.
• If ATC orders you to fly direct to a waypoint on the STAR or transition, you fly direct to the waypoint and then follow the transition 

to final.

http://wiki.vacc-austria.org/index.php?title=Vienna#Arrival
https://at.ivao.aero/fir/loww-proc.php


Just randomisation of Vectoring vs. Transition 

This is the simplest solution. The result is a 70% chance that ATC will clear you for ‘BALAD5L’ Transition and a 30% 
chance that you will be vectored. The name of procedure is fixed. While BALAD 5L is suitable for runway 16, what if 
the runway assignment changes and we get e.g. Runway 11? The correct Transition for Runway 11 is BALAD 3K, 
right? I see three basic possibilities how to deal with that.


The first possibility is to have a separate Preset for each runway and direction. Second is to use a more generic 
name ‘BALAD’ for all runways. And third is to use a universal name like ‘Sierra Tango’, since there is only one 
possible Transition for each combination of RWY and IAF. All these configurations include a 30% chance of vectoring 
that means you will always have some degree of unpredictability and variability.


But there is one more ‘complication’ in Vienna. One that brings into play Randomiser’s naming possibilities.
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[LOWW STAR] 

Probability=70 

DefaultName=BALAD5L

[LOWW11 BALAD STAR] 

Probability=70 

DefaultName=BALAD3K

[LOWW BALAD STAR] 

Probability=70 

DefaultName=BALAD

[LOWW STAR] 

Probability=70 

DefaultName=ST



Using (pseudo)randomised names 

These are the real world routes as recorded by Flightradar24. As you can see:


A. These two airplanes did not fly the whole Transition BALAD 5L. Actually, the whole transitions are not flown often 
here.


B. Both flights got a shortcut from WW678 to WW670, saving 12.6 NM of Transition.


C. Eurowings 5927 from Alicante had to fly the Transition through WW684 (Route 1). 40 minutes later, Niki 8951 
from Barcelona was cleared directly to the Waypoint WW680 (overflying the airport) and saving another ca.10 NM 
(Route 2).


Let’s try to simulate this routing variability with Randomizer’s naming systems.
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METHOD 1 – SPECIFIC NAMING SYSTEM 

The result of this is a 20% chance of being vectored and, if not, 50% chance of ‘W684W678W670’ (Route 1), 30% of 
‘W680W678W670’ (Route 2), and 20% of ‘BALAD5L’ (flying the whole Transition). We also added a 10% possibility of 
holding for a random time between 5 and 10 minutes (NOTE: since the standard holding point is BALAD, to receive 
holding instruction in time, GBG should be the last point of the flight plan (not BALAD) or, alternatively, you can set 
PF3 as described in the ‘TIP’ on page 9). We now successfully covered what Flightradar24 depicted and what our 
sources of information confirm. That’s not bad.


Of course, you can add more routing options, use more generic names for simplicity and clarity or anything you like. 
Here are more examples:


You can try to ‘decode’ these naming systems as an exercise :D 

But you can also use a different, more generic, approach. 
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[LOWW16 BALAD STAR] 

Probability=80 

DefaultName=W684W678W670 

Name1=W680W678W670 
Name2=W680W678W670 
Name3=W680W678W670 
Name4=BALAD5L 
Name5=BALAD5LH$d(5,10)

[LOWW16 BALAD STAR] 

Probability=90 

DefaultName=BALAD5L 

Name1=W684W678W670 
Name2=W684W678W670 
Name3=W684W678W670 
Name4=W680W678W670 
Name5=W680W678W670 
Name6=W680W676W671 
Name7=W680W674W673 
Name8=W684W676W672 
Name9=W684W676W671

[LOWW16 BALAD STAR] 

Probability=85 

DefaultName=BALAD 

Name1=DIR2W680 
Name2=DIR2W680 
Name3=DIR2W680T676 
Name4=DIR2W680T678 
Name5=DIR2W680T678 
Name6=DIR2W680T678 
Name7=BALAD2W678 
Name8=BALAD2W676 
Name9=BALAD2W676

[LOWW16 BALAD STAR] 

Probability=97 

DefaultName=ST 

Name1=T678 
Name2=T678 
Name3=H$d(5,15)T678 
Name4=T676 
Name5=H$d(5,15)T676 
Name6=DIR680 
Name7=DIR680T678 
Name8=H$d(5,9)DIR680T678 
Name9=DIR680T676



METHOD 2 – GENERIC NAMING SYSTEM 

It looks like we are not in Vienna anymore, but let me explain. We have a chance of 80% to get clearance for a form 
of “Standard Transition”. But we will fly the whole Transition only in 20% of cases as we’ll get one or two shortcuts. 
Shortcut ‘C1’ leads to a waypoint approximately in the middle of the downwind leg of Transition or, if closer, the last 
waypoint of the downwind leg  (e.g. in the case of NERDU 6L). Shortcut ‘C2’ leads to FAF, preferably with 90° turn 
from downwind. You will have a chance of 20% to get shortcut ‘C1’, 30% of ‘C2’ and 30% of getting both. It seems 
complicated, but if you look at the charts, it makes sense. 


Back to Flightradar24 examples on Page 11, Eurowings got 'STC2' and Niki got 'STC1C2'.


When using this generic approach, you will not hear any real-world names of procedures or waypoints, but you will 
still get clear, short, easy-to-understand (and easy-to-remember) instructions, leading to very realistic routes and also 
a rather high level of variability (in this case, 5 possible scenarios for each runway and direction). But the biggest 
advantage of this approach is that you will cover ALL the runways and IAFs with just one preset!


METHOD 3 – UNIVERSAL (SIMPLE AND EASY) 

As an extreme case of generalisation, you can even have one preset for more airports, something like the one listed 
below.
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[LOWW STAR] 

Probability=80 

DefaultName=ST 

Name1=STC1 
Name2=STC1 
Name3=STC2 
Name4=STC2 
Name5=STC2 
Name6=STC1C2 
Name7=STC1C2 
Name8=STC1C2

[UNI STAR] 

Probability=70 

DefaultName=STAR$d(1,3) 



This gives you a 30% chance of vectoring and three possible STARS with a probability of 1/3 each. The meaning can 
be, for example:


STAR1 = fly the whole procedure

STAR2 = make a reasonable shortcut, if possible

STAR3 = cleared direct.


This simple method could be effective also for simmers who do not want to use any charts and let their FMCs fly for 
them. They will just clear some waypoints or enter DIR to finals, when instructed.




SUMMARY 
 
You can use a more generic or a more specific approach for naming, or something in the middle between the two. 
When an airport is your home-base and/or you know its procedures thoroughly, you will probably use more specific 
approach, i.e. presets specific for runways and directions. On the other hand, you can use more generic presets for 
less visited airports or when you want to do it quick and easy.


When flightsimming, I like complexity and variability. This is also true for ATC. There is only one software that enables 
me to handle virtual ATC in a satisfactory way. It’s PF3 – ATC at its best. Why? There are many reasons, but probably 
the most important one is that PF3, if correctly used, NEVER throws at you something that you consider wrong, 
stupid, bad, unacceptable. You have control. I programmed Randomizer not to break these qualities, but to build on 
them. And, if anything else, ‘playing’ with all those charts, SIDs, STARs, Runways, Transitions, Waypoints and Fixes 
means learning — one of the most exciting things about virtual flying.


Roman Heriban
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